Lightly sand the white wrapped interior jamb and door with a 120 grit sandpaper. Note: Failure to perform this step will result in adhesion failure in the paint.

Remove all dust and particles from the jamb and door.

Open the door being careful not to damage the jamb. For ease of painting, removing the hinges from the jamb and door is recommended. However, if you choose to paint the door with the jamb attached, the hinges must be taped before painting.
PAINTING INTERIOR DOORS

There are multiple ways to paint our white doors and jambs. For the most professional look we recommend using the spray painting method.

1a) Priming the Door Unit

For best adhesion, we recommend first spraying the door with a primer base. Allow the primer to dry per the paint manufacturer recommendations. Rust-Oleum Painters Touch Ultra Cover Spray primer is recommended. (White SKU# 557-4774) (Red SKU# 557-4776) (Gray SKU# 557-4775) (Black SKU# 550-4777)

2b) Priming the Door Unit

For best adhesion, we recommend first applying Bullseye 1-2-3 Primer Base to the door and jamb. (SKU# 550-4844)

OR

1a) Painting the Door Unit

Once the primer is dry. Apply an even coat of paint to the door and jamb. Rust-Oleum Universal Spray Or Rust-Oleum Painters Touch Ultra Cover Spray are recommended.

2b) Painting the Door Unit

Apply a good quality latex paint to the surface of the frame using a brush or roller. Pittsburgh Paints Grand Distinction or Dutch Boy Dura Weather Maxbond are recommended. Apply additional coats to the jamb as needed until the desired finish is achieved.